New 4G CareCaller™ LTE
Available Nov. 15
The time has come for the release of
SafeGuardian's most advanced device
yet! The CareCaller™ LTE — our new
4G LTE-powered help alert — is
available for preorder now with
shipments starting Nov. 15.
The CareCaller™ LTE boasts new
features like advanced 4G LTE cellular
coverage, innovative voice prompts,
Bluetooth charging base with call
button and backup battery, Find My
CareCaller™ commands, and so much
more.
C areC aller™ LTE with Bluetooth charging stand

For more information, read the full
press release here. And follow the link
below to preorder yours now!

Preorder Now

Request Our New
Brochure
In support of the release of the
CareCaller™ LTE, SafeGuardian has
created a new promotional brochure,
detailing the features and benefits of
the device, accompanied by helpful
graphics and photos.
These are free to all SafeGuardian
affiliates for distribution and
marketing purposes. To download
your own, follow the link below. We've
purposely left the back panel blank for
individual agencies to imprint their
own contact information and unique
affiliate link.
Even better: We've included a promo
code for one (1) free month of
service!

Download Brochures

4G Features: Voice
Prompts
One of the most exciting new
features of the CareCaller™ LTE are
the innovative voice prompts. During
such events as a fall detection, an
SOS alert, an incoming phone call, a
low battery alert, etc., the
CareCaller™ LTE's voice prompts will
announce to the wearer exactly what
is happening.
To see the voice prompts, as well as
other new CareCaller™ LTE features
in action, watch our new video at the
link below.
Watch Video

In Other News...
Taking Blood Pressure
Medicine at This Time of
Day May Lower Stroke,
Heart Attack Risk
It might be worth taking your blood
pressure medicine before bedtime,
instead of first thing in the morning, a
new study suggests.

P hoto: Ge tty Im a ge s

The study, published Tuesday in the
peer-reviewed European Heart
Journal, found that taking blood
pressure-lowering medications "at
bedtime, as opposed to upon waking"
may stabilize blood pressure at night
and throughout the day, reducing the
chance of heart attack, stroke and
death. - USA Today

Read More

Getting Your Medicare
Drug Coverage Right
During Open Enrollment

If you’re on Medicare, now’s the time
to closely evaluate your 2020
prescription drug coverage. The
program’s annual open enrollment
period, when you can make changes
that take effect Jan. 1, is under way
and closes Dec. 7. With plans varying
from year to year, you could be
setting yourself up for financial woes
if you don’t review your options. CNBC
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Read More

How to Retire Early
Early retirement generally requires a
serious commitment to saving and
maintaining a frugal lifestyle. You can
achieve an earlier retirement date with
thoughtful planning, disciplined
spending and persistent investing. US News and World Report
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Read More

From all of us at SafeGuardian, thanks for reading!
Sean Holohan
General Manager
SeanH@SafeGuardian.com
800-378-2957 x720





